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ABSTRACT

We introduce PrivateTalk, an on-body interaction technique
that allows users to activate voice input by performing the
Hand-On-Mouth gesture during speaking. The gesture is per
formed as a hand partially covering the mouth from one side.
PrivateTalk provides two beneﬁts simultaneously. First, it
enhances privacy by reducing the spread of voice while also
concealing the lip movements from the view of other people
in the environment. Second, the simple gesture removes the
need for speaking wake-up words and is more accessible than
a physical/software button especially when the device is not
in the user’s hands. To recognize the Hand-On-Mouth gesture,
we propose a novel sensing technique that leverages the differ
ence of signals received by two Bluetooth earphones worn on
the left and right ear. Our evaluation shows that the gesture can
be accurately detected and users consistently like PrivateTalk
and consider it intuitive and effective.

Figure 1. Illustration of the Hand-On-Mouth gesture: The user’s hand
covers the mouth from one side. PrivateTalk compares the audio inputs
received by the two earphones for detecting this gesture.
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INTRODUCTION

Using voice input to interact with computing devices has
been consistently rated as a convenient and natural interaction
method by users [18, 22]. Voice input is used in a wide range
of tasks, including text entry, communication, and sending
voice commands. However, there are two major challenges
with voice input [32]. First, users worry about the privacy
risks of disclosing their personal information while speaking.
Second, they suffer the inconvenience of repeatedly speaking
the wake-up word or pressing a button during multiple rounds
of voice input.
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With PrivateTalk we can address these two issues simultane
ously. With PrivateTalk, a user can perform voice input by
covering the mouth on one side with a hand while speaking
(the Hand-On-Mouth gesture) as shown in Figure 1. While
performing this gesture, the hand acts as a barrier between the
user’s mouth and one earphone while simultaneously enhanc
ing the voice input to the other one. This causes a signiﬁcant
difference between the two audio inputs in amplitude and fre
quency characteristics and we leverage this to trigger voice
input. This gesture naturally reduces the spread of speech
while also concealing lip movements. The activation is con
venient as the gesture is easy to perform and does not require
visual attention. Furthermore, the gesture is intuitive to users
as it is naturally used while whispering in daily life.
In this paper, we present an algorithm for detecting the HandOn-Mouth gesture. The algorithm consists of synchronization
and normalization of the two audio inputs followed by voice
activity detection (VAD), feature extraction, and ﬁnally binary
classiﬁcation. We train an SVM-based binary classiﬁer, using
data collected in our ﬁrst user study, to detect PrivateTalk. The
model is evaluated in a second user study showing that the pro
posed algorithm can accurately detect PrivateTalk (98.33%).
The study also shows that PrivateTalk mitigates users’ privacy
concerns, reduces disturbance to the public while also being
rated by users as easy to learn and intuitive to perform.
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RELATED WORK
User Concerns about Voice Input

Inconvenience of activation and privacy risks are the two ma
jor concerns with voice input [32]. As [8] observed, users are
conscious while transmitting private information via voice in
public places. The Creative Strategies 2016 survey [1] showed
that 39% of smartphone users performed voice input at home
but only 6% of them used it in public places. Users worry
about their speech being overheard by the people surrounding
them. This creates a concern for disclosing their personal infor
mation as well as for being a disturbance to others. To address
this issue, unnoticeable voice input techniques or silent speech
interfaces [11, 27] were developed. However, these techniques
require users to speak differently from the way we talk every
day. In addition, to activate voice input, users are required
to speak a wake-up word [13] or press a physical/software
button before each input. This is inconvenient and tiresome,
especially in multiple rounds of voice input. Furthermore, ac
cidentally mentioning the wake-up word incorrectly activates
the voice input causing further inconvenience to the user.
Sound Driven Activity Detection

Using sound to detect and classify real-time events has been
well studied. Voice activity detection (VAD) algorithms have
been developed to detect the presence of human speech [19,
28]. Human activities (e.g., using a blender) and emergency
events (screaming, gunshots [3, 10]) can be detected based
on features of the sound collected by one [15, 17, 24] or
multiple microphones [16]. The features have also been used
in combination with accelerometer data [30]. For classifying
music, using features in the frequency domain, including Melfrequency cepstral coefﬁcients [7] and chroma features [25]
have been studied. Our study differs from all the above in that
PrivateTalk detects the Hand-On-Mouth gesture by comparing
the difference between two audio inputs instead of modeling
events by extracting features from a single input.
Combined Use of Voice and Hand Gesture

Combining voice input with hand gestures can provide greater
expressive power, ﬂexibility and convenience [14]. "Put that
there" [5] was the ﬁrst to use the pointing gesture to indicate
the location mentioned in the voice command. Similar hand
location and posture based augmentation were applied in many
areas including structural biological analysis [23], autonomous
car control [21] and human-robot interaction [12]. However,
one major challenge faced by all these techniques is hand pose
estimation [26]. To recognize hand gesture accurately, extra
sensors are often required, including cameras [33], accelerom
eters, EMG sensors [34], and inertial sensors [31]. PrivateTalk
demonstrates a new sensing method for hand gesture which
does not require accurate hand pose estimation or any extra
sensors on the hand. To sense the Hand-On-Mouth gesture,
we detect the asymmetrical inﬂuence that the gesture has on
the two audio inputs.
HAND-ON-MOUTH GESTURE DETECTION

We now describe the algorithm for detecting the Hand-OnMouth gesture. The setup and the process is illustrated in
Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the setup. Microphones on two earphones
record the user’s speech. Two earphones separately connect to two
phones via Bluetooth connections. Two phones connect to a server run
ning on a laptop via TCP connections.

Apparatus

There is a microphone on each earphone, however, a pair of ear
phones only activates one microphone during use. To record
audio inputs from microphones on both ears simultaneously,
we use the setup shown in Figure 2. Two pairs of earphones
are connected to two different smartphones and users wear
one left and one right earphone from different pairs. Thus
we are able to use microphones on both ears. Smartphones
receive audios from the earphones and transmit them to the
server. Then the server analyzes the audio inputs and detects
the Hand-On-Mouth gesture based on the result. Audio inputs
are sampled at 48000 Hz.

Synchronization and Normalization

The analysis begins with the synchronization of two audio
inputs. The audio inputs are transmitted to the server in the
frames of every 4096 samples. We add a timestamp to each
frame and synchronize the inputs by matching the frames
with the nearest timestamps. Then we match audio inputs
for ﬁve seconds to create a better synchronization. We split
the audio inputs into arrays of short-term windows of 512
samples and calculated the Mel-scaled spectrogram [29] of the
samples in each window. We perform Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) algorithm on two arrays of spectrograms. As Figure 4
demonstrates, we calculate the most frequent offsets between
the aligned windows as the ﬁnal offset of two audio inputs.
We compensate for the offset in the incoming frames.
After the synchronization, we normalize the audio inputs.
When a user ﬁrst puts on the two earphones, there is an ampli
tude difference between them due to their speciﬁc positions
and orientations on the ear. We calculate this difference as
the baseline and normalize the two audio inputs to remove
its inﬂuence on the detection of the Hand-On-Mouth gesture.
For each pair of aligned windows after synchronization, we
compute the ratio of the areas under two waves. We use the
average of these ratios as the baseline ratio. We apply this
baseline ratio on the incoming samples of two audio inputs to
ensure when users speak without the Hand-On-Mouth gesture,
amplitudes of two audios are of little difference.
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Figure 3. Overview of the Hand-On-Mouth gesture detection. Audio inputs of two earphones are labeled with red and green colors.

Figure 4. Synchronization of two audio inputs. The colored lines connect
the aligned windows. 512 samples of data are between successive lines.
In this example, the most frequent offset is three windows (red lines).

Voice Activity Detection

Audio segments which contain human speech are extracted by
voice activity detection (VAD). As a result, PrivateTalk only
reacts to voice input from users rather than environmental
noises. The implementation of VAD has been well studied [9,
35] and thus we apply the state-of-the-art Google WebRTC
VAD [2] in our implementation.
When users perform voice input with PrivateTalk, sometimes
only one microphone can detect human speech because the
other one is blocked by the hand and the audio is not strong
enough. Our recognition results are robust even in such situa
tions as we ﬁnd that the quality of the audio measured from
even one microphone is capable of supporting audio-to-text
translation tasks. Thus, even if we detect human speech in one
of the two microphones we continue with the gesture recogni
tion task. Next, we extract the segments from both inputs for
further analysis. Pairs of audio segments are generated after
this process. Since we only use audio segments after the VAD,
we are conﬁdent that our audio segment pairs contain human
speech.
Feature Extraction

To compare the difference between the two audio segments,
features in audio amplitude and frequency characteristics are
extracted. Audio segments are split into windows of 20 ms
with overlaps of 10 ms. We calculate the amplitude difference
1015

between two audio segments (Figure 3 - "Amplitude") as in
Equation 1. The average amplitudes of the windows form two
arrays as Amp_Left/Right. We perform the DTW algorithm to
measure the degree of difference between two arrays, which
has removed the inﬂuence of the segment length (the number
of windows). We calculate the difference in Mel-frequency
cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCC) as in Equation 1. First, we erase
the inﬂuence of amplitude difference by normalizing the ampli
tudes of the segments as in Equation 2. Then in each window,
we calculate thirteen MFCC values with 40 ﬁlters and the FFT
window length of 512 samples. This results in two matrices
containing MFCC vectors of the windows (Figure 3 - "Spec
trogram Difference"), which are MFCC_Left/Right. We also
apply the DTW algorithm to measure the difference between
matrices. Feature_Amplitude and Feature_MFCC form the
ﬁnal feature vector.
Feature_Amplitude = DTW (Amp_Le f t, Amp_Right)
(1)
Feature_MFCC = DTW (MFCC_Le f t, MFCC_Right)

segment_normalized =

(segment − mean(segment))
max(absolute(segment)

(2)

Classiﬁcation

Based on these features of the audio segments, we use an SVMbased binary classiﬁer to detect whether users are performing
the Hand-On-Mouth gesture while speaking. An SVM model
with a linear kernel was trained with the data we collected
(as described next in the USER TEST section). We use the
SVM-based classiﬁer with a linear kernel because the current
input feature vector is simple, and the accuracy of the model is
acceptable. In the future when more functionality, for example,
user veriﬁcation, is to be added, we can consider more complex
models. Other machine learning models will be explored to
improve detection accuracy.
USER TEST

The goal of this experiment was to test whether the HandOn-Mouth gesture can be detected accurately and whether
PrivateTalk can improve the user experience of voice input.
We invited twelve users to speak voice commands in two
conditions (PrivateTalk V.S. normal speech). We recorded the
audio data and collected users’ subjective feedback.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the Feature_Amplitude and Feature_MFCC extracted from the collected audio data. Blue dash lines show the best empirical
thresholds for distinguishing two types of audios. 720 samples of PrivateTalk conditions and 360 samples of normal speech condition are visualized.

Procedure

The experimenter introduced PrivateTalk interaction and the
Hand-On-Mouth gesture to the participant. Then the par
ticipant put on two earphones. The applications on two
phones were activated and connected to the server. After
that, the participant spoke 30 commands in two conditions
(PrivateTalk/normal speech). In PrivateTalk condition, the par
ticipant spoke each voice command twice with two directions
of the Hand-On-Mouth gesture. Between two conditions, the
participant took a rest. The experiment took ﬁfteen minutes
on average. Each participant ﬁlled in a questionnaire to report
their subjective feedback and comments.
Figure 6. The user interfaces on the smartphones and the laptop. On
the smartphone, "Bluetooth" button is used to connect the phone to the
earphone; "Start" button is used to connect the phone to the server;
"Calibration" button is to trigger the synchronization and normaliza
tion. On the laptop, the condition ("Hand-On-Mouth"), the index of the
task ("Number 0") and the current voice command are shown.

Participants

We invited twelve users from a local campus to participate in
this experiment. Four were female and eight were male. The
average age was 23.75 (STD = 1.69). All users had used voice
input and had known wake-up word method and button press
method to activate voice input before this experiment.
Apparatus

We used the setup described in HAND-ON-MOUTH GES
TURE DETECTION section (illustrated by Figure 2). We
developed an Android application that ran on the phones to
record and transmit the audios. We ran a server on the laptop,
which received audio data from smartphones through TCP con
nections. The interface of the Android application is shown by
Figure 6 - Left. The command set consisted of 30 frequently
used voice commands [4]. We developed a program on the
laptop to show the instructions to the participants. For each
task, the current condition, the index of the task and the tar
get command were shown (Figure 6 - Right) in this program.
User sat comfortably during the whole experiment, which was
conducted in a quiet ofﬁce room.
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Classiﬁcation Result

We generated 1080 pairs of audio segments of voice com
mands from twelve participants (720 in PrivateTalk condition
and 360 in normal speech condition). First, we used empiri
cal thresholds of Feature_Amplitude and Feature_MFCC to
distinguish PrivateTalk and normal speech. We calculated the
best thresholds to distinguish two types of speech. Using the
threshold of 1.04 for Feature_MFCC, the precision and recall
of PrivateTalk were 82.76% and 80.22%, and the averaged ac
curacy of PrivateTalk and normal speech was 81.83%. Using
the threshold of 0.38 for Feature_Amplitude, the precision and
recall of PrivateTalk were 94.25% and 94.44%, and the aver
age accuracy was 92.52%. Then we trained an SVM model
using both Feature_Amplitude and Feature_MFCC as the in
put features. In Leave-One-Out cross-validation, the precision
and recall were 95.47% and 97.60%, and the average accuracy
was 96.36%. The classiﬁcation results showed that when the
Hand-On-Mouth gesture was performed, the audios from two
microphones had signiﬁcant differences in both audio ampli
tude and frequency characteristics. We calculated the accuracy
of PrivateTalk and normal speech respectively and reported
the average value. This erased the inﬂuence of the unbalance
of the data set.
Subjective Feedback

Participants scored for the experience of voice input with
PrivateTalk on seven aspects. They provided ratings on the
Seven-point Likert scale. The results are visualized in Figure 7.
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and connected the phones to the server by pressing the "Start"
button. Then the user pressed the "Calibration" button and
spoke three sentences ("Here is the ﬁrst/second/third com
mand") in a row. After that, the user commenced the 30
commands in both PrivateTalk and normal speech conditions.
In PrivateTalk condition, the user was free to cover the mouth
from either the left or the right. The order of two conditions
was counter-balanced across users. After each command was
spoken, if the algorithm detected the existence of the Hand-OnMouth gesture, a sound of "OK" was played in the earphones
as the response. Between two conditions, the user took a
rest. During the rest, we queried the other ﬁve participants
on whether they noticed or were disturbed by the user’s voice
inputs. They sat around the user who performed voice input
and they read books during the experiment.
Figure 7. Distribution of subjective scores. White numbers in the circles
are the averages of the scores.

The overall results showed that participants were very positive
to the experience of PrivateTalk (all seven average scores are
higher than 5.7). 11/12 participants rated the highest score for
"Easy to Learn" and 11/12 rated positive scores for "Natural
to Use". When comparing the activation methods, only one
participant reported the preference of wake-up word over Pri
vateTalk. He explained that he felt calling the name (wake-up
word) to be more polite to start a conversation. Other partici
pants all preferred PrivateTalk than wake-up word or button
press method. Participants also commented that compared
to normal speech condition, PrivateTalk provided a stronger
sense of safety and would cause less disturbance which would
be helpful while performing voice input in public places.
EVALUATION

We invited another twelve new users to evaluate PrivateTalk in
the environment of a real lab ofﬁce, where there were sounds
of keyboard typing and chatting as the environmental noises.
We invited ﬁve extra participants to evaluate the disturbance
felt by surrounding people while users perform voice input
using PrivateTalk.
Participants

Twelve users who did not participate in the USER TEST sec
tion participated in this experiment. None of the training data
of the SVM-based classiﬁer that we used in this experiment
was from these users. The average age was 23.83 (STD =
1.28). Six were male and six were female. All participants had
used voice input before this experiment.
Apparatus

We used the same experimental setup as in the USER TEST
section. The applied SVM-based classiﬁer was trained with
the speech data of all twelve participants. The experiment was
conducted in a real lab ofﬁce on a local campus. PrivateTalk
ran in real-time in this experiment.
Procedure

The experimenter ﬁrst introduced the PrivateTalk interaction
and the Hand-On-Mouth gesture. The user put on earphones
1017

Results

We recorded 720 recognition results of user intention to acti
vate PrivateTalk. Further, we collected the reports from ﬁve
extra participants on the feeling of disturbance.
Accuracy

The overall classiﬁcation accuracy was 98.33%. Errors in
cluded 8/360 PrivateTalk speeches that were recognized as nor
mal speeches (activation failures) and 4/360 normal speeches
that were recognized as PrivateTalk speeches (false positives).
Three activation failures were caused by performing the HandOn-Mouth gesture in a nonstandard way. One participant
covered the mouth with the hand not being in contact with the
face, and he encountered three activation failures in a row at
the beginning. We instructed him to cover the mouth tightly
from one side. Then he performed all the following trials
successfully. All the other participants performed the stan
dard gesture from the beginning. Although most participants
intuitively cover the mouth tightly, it will be meaningful to
measure the required degree of contact (i.e., how much gap
between the hand and the mouth) for successful activation of
PrivateTalk. We regard this factor as future work.
Disturbance

We asked the ﬁve extra participants to score for the distur
bance level in Five-point Likert scale. The average score for
PrivateTalk condition was 3.15 (STD = 0.23) and that for nor
mal speech condition was 3.55 (STD = 0.19). It shows that the
disturbance was reduced by the Hand-On-Mouth gesture as
the score for PrivateTalk was lower. An interesting ﬁnding was
that with PrivateTalk, although surrounding people noticed the
user’s voice input, they thought it to be more acceptable. They
felt it more polite when users performed the Hand-On-Mouth
gesture to lower the volume of voice. More importantly, the
user’s own experience was improved. As reported, they felt
less embarrassed while speaking commands with PrivateTalk,
especially for the commands that contained personal infor
mation, for example, "Text Donna I’m on the way" and the
commands that they felt "silly", for example, "what is the re
sult of 71 times 241?". Most users commented that they would
use PrivateTalk to perform voice input in public places in real
life.
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DISCUSSION

In this paper, we propose PrivateTalk interaction, implement
the detection algorithm, evaluate the user experience and
recognition performance through user studies. Based on the
results, we discuss the interaction potential of PrivateTalk and
the devices that PrivateTalk can be applicable to.
Voice and Gesture

PrivateTalk demonstrates leveraging hand gestures to supple
ment voice-based interaction. Gestures provide increased
power of expression and the ability to protect privacy. In
our technique, the Hand-On-Mouth gesture is used to activate
voice input and protect privacy simultaneously. Our study
shows that hand gestures can be detected by their inﬂuence
on the voice input data. In the future, by receiving audio in
puts from more than two microphones we could expand the
interaction space to include detection of more than one hand
gesture. This can be done, for example, by adapting our cur
rent algorithm, supplementing the input feature vector with
the correlation matrices between each pair of available micro
phones. These gestures can serve to trigger other functions
than activating voice input, including indicating the purpose
of voice input (e.g., send voice messages V.S. translate it into
text). The number of gestures that can be detected using this
method and the mappings between gestures and functions will
be our future work.

of contact for successful activation should be studied in the
future. Evaluation in the wild should be conducted. As we
tested, in the environment of a real lab, PrivateTalk can work
properly. However, we can expect that in a noisier environment
(e.g., in a restaurant), the noise may overwhelm the voice input
from users. To overcome this, a more sophisticated voice ﬁlter
should be applied. In addition, our training set for detecting
the Hand-On-Mouth gesture only collected 30 commands.
Although the detection algorithm is independent of the spoken
utterances, we hope to collect a more comprehensive dataset
in the future.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents PrivateTalk, a new on-body gesture-based
technique for activating voice input. Users activate voice
input by performing the Hand-On-Mouth gesture while speak
ing. Evaluation results showed that the gesture was accurately
detected (98.33%); users thought PrivateTalk to be easy to
learn, natural to adopt and useful for protecting their privacy;
PrivateTalk also helped reduce the disturbance to the people
around the user. Interestingly, PrivateTalk was valued not
only for its disturbance mitigating property but also for im
proving the acceptability of using voice input in public areas.
In the future, we will combine the use of PrivateTalk with
other techniques including speaker veriﬁcation and denoising
algorithms, which will help in the ever increasing adoption of
voice input for interaction.

Applicability of PrivateTalk

In our implementation, we receive audio inputs from two ear
phones and detect the Hand-On-Mouth gesture by comparing
the difference between the inputs. This method can be applied
to other computing devices including AR headsets and smart
glasses which are equipped with multiple microphones at dif
ferent locations. As discussed above, this can be used to allow
for a larger set of gestures by adapting our current algorithm.
Currently, we cannot activate both microphones of one pair
of earphones. We expect this to be technically solved in the
future and then PrivateTalk can be applied to off-the-shelf
earphones. In addition, the always-on nature of PrivateTalk
increases the power consumption of the earphones. We de
termine empirically that continuous use of approximately 3
hours can be supported after the battery of the earphones has
to be fully charged.
LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK

We discuss several limitations of PrivateTalk, which are mainly
due to the current implementation. Accidental activation might
occur if nearby people talk. For example, when a person talks
to the user from the left, the audio input of the left earphone
will be louder and the amplitude difference between two inputs
might be large enough to trigger PrivateTalk. This can be
solved by adding a user veriﬁcation function [6, 20] which
recognizes voiceprint and only responds to the authenticated
user. The current implementation requires the user to cover
the mouth tightly. If the user performs the Hand-On-Mouth
gesture without contacting the face, the difference between
two audio inputs may be not large enough for the activation.
Although most users intuitively cover the mouth tightly (as
discussed in the EVALUATION section), the required degree
1018
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